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meet  chestly

Chestly Lunday is highly regarded as an international speaker, coach, and
consultant helping people defeat futility in life and the workplace. Having
given over 1000 unique presentations, he has worked with organizations
like the Southern Baptist Convention, The Assemblies of God, and The
Reformed Church in America as well as multiple businesses. As the founder
and President of Aneeko, a leadership development organization training
teens in Phoenix, Arizona, Chestly has over a decade of developing leaders
from all walks of life. Chestly is on the cutting edge of innovation in the
religious non-profit sector, currently launching KingCity, One of America’s
first on-demand, digital churches. Chestly’s insights help leaders facing the
prospect of futility in their lives and work, develop fulfillment and leave a
lasting impact by consistently, intentionally practice the principles found
in his Fulfillment Fundamentals.



what they say

Chestly carries a great balanced source of wisdom for

church leaders and also a forerunner in the digital church

experience. excited to learn more from him!

Chestly is a dynamic and engaging speaker with a unique

ability to communicate ancient Truth in a modern way.

Undaunted by difficult topics, Chestly cuts to the heart of

spiritual conversations in a way that agitates application

and personal change. High energy, humor, and relatable

connection with his audience supercharge the delivery of

his well-designed content.

I’ve been able to watch Chestly communicate in a

speaking role in multiple ways. He has a specific

framework on how he speaks that ensures the audience

has a specific take-away and walks away fired up as well

from his passionate delivery. I would highly recommend

Chestly as a speaker for your event. 

Chestly Lunday is a clear prophetic voice in a day of

uncertainty. He speaks with passion, vision, conviction

and clarity. His unique style, and timely content speak

directly to the issues before us today.

-MICHAEL  DEJONG

-AMANDA S IEGAL

-STEVEN BURKHART

-JEREMY CANDELARIA



potential questions

What do you think is the biggest challenge facing churches post-COVID?QUESTION 01

If Digital Ministry is so important why don't we see more people tuning into

our digital ministries?
QUESTION 04

How did you begin to take an interest in digital ministry?QUESTION 02

Can a Digital gathering ever really be a church?QUESTION 05

How can churches thrive in an age of disruption?QUESTION 03

What does a church do if it really wants to innovate more?QUESTION 06

Why do so many churches have a low risk profile?QUESTION 07

So many churches are very conservative in strategy and even in their cultural

worldview, and yet you say that Jesus was a true innovator. Why do really

think Jesus was innovative?

QUESTION 08

You talk about the dirty little secret of preaching being that no one remembers

what you say. Why do we have preaching be the main thing we do?
QUESTION 09

What do you see is the future of the church?QUESTION 10

TOPIC: The Digital Reformation



LISTEN

chestly's podcast

The Digital Reformation is upon us, and it's changing the way Churches
do ministry. Unfortunately, Many Church Leaders are afraid and
overwhelmed by the challenges inflicted by Digital Disruption. The
purpose of this podcast is to help your church innovate. But to do that,
you can't continue to do what you have always done. You need new
ideas and creative approaches to rethink and redesign the past
methods. And I am here to present out-of-the-box "aha!" moments so
that you can apply them to your unique context. Get Ready for a fresh
perspective to effectively accomplish your mission!

T H E  C H E S T L Y  L U N D A Y  E X P E R I E N C E

https://anchor.fm/chestly-lunday19


What gave us success
yesterday can seal our fate
tomorrow - It matters how

you serve today.

CHESTLY  LUNDAY



FOR SPEAKING REQUESTS OR TO CHECK CALENDAR AVAILABILITY
PLEASE EMAIL:

KEYNOTES@chestlylunday.com

FOR MEDIA INQUIRIES OR INTERVIEW REQUESTS PLEASE EMAIL:
MEDIA@chestlylunday.com

FOR ALL OTHER GENERAL INQUIRIES PLEASE EMAIL:
INFO@chestlylunday.com

chestly lunday
S P E A K E R ,  S T R A T E G I S T  &  P A S T O R

C O N N E C T  W I T H  C H E S T L Y  O N  S O C I A L

https://www.facebook.com/ChestlyL
https://www.instagram.com/chestlyl/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbOoAYsas0M4Uj_QqcmUdkw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chestlyl/
https://www.tiktok.com/@chestlyl
https://www.tiktok.com/@chestlyl
mailto:Keynotes@chestlylunday.com
mailto:MEDIA@chestlylunday.com
mailto:MEDIA@chestlylunday.com

